
 

YASMINE MAHMOUDIEH
Award winning Architect, Interior Designer, Tech-
entrepreneur and Speaker | A leading expert in
Sustainability | Founder & CEO at Yasmine
Mahmoudieh, myKidsy, & Impact Design Now.

Categorie
Circularity, Future, Entrepreneurship, Innovation,
Sustainability, Design & Art

Inzetbaarheid
Keynote speaker, Expert, Debate

Talen
English, German, French, Spanish, Italian

Afkomstig van
United Kingdom

Biografie
Yasmine Mahmoudieh is an Award winning
Architect, Interior designer, Tech entrepreneur
and Speaker. Recognized as a leading expert in
sustainability, Yasmine Mahmoudieh has been
awarded multiple times for her unique, holistic
approach to design that merges human
psychology and cutting-edge technology. She is
an ambassador for sustainability for many global
organizations and has a vast library of
sustainable and recycled materials from all over
the world.

Yasmine Mahmoudieh is Founder & CEO of
Impact Design Now and myKidsy.

Impact Design Now produces 3D-printed
sustainable furniture, utilizing eco- friendly
materials and production methods to create
stylish and functional collectable pieces and
architecture.
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MyKidsy is a tech-start up that provides
educational services and resources to children.
In addition, MyKidsyPlayground, is a multi-
sensory sustainable designed playground that
can be implemented in various settings. Both
were created to teach evolving life skills such as
coding, financial literacy, sustainability and
mindfulness.

Biography Yasmine Mahmoudieh
Yasmine Mahmoudieh studied art history in
Florence, architecture at the l’école d’Ingénieurs
de Genève in Switzerland, interior design at the
college of Notre Dame in San Francisco and
architecture and interior design at UCLA in Los
Angeles. A year after she graduated from UCLA
(aged 26) she opened her first studio in Los
Angeles, and today has her headquarters in
London. Her work can be found across Europe,
the United States ,into the Middle East and Asia,
and even in the skies above, working as one of
the few chosen de-signers to work on the Airbus
A380.

AWARDS
HoteliersGuild Sirius Academy Award SIT
Furniture Design Award
5-time winner of World Travel Award 3 times
winner of Ahead Award
Core Design Award
European Spa Award European Design Award
EuroShop Award
Innovation Award in Hospitality Nominated for
Brit List Award in ‘18, ‘19, ‘20, ‘21
TopHotel Award

DESIGN
Yasmine's unique holistic approach to design,
which merges from human psychology and
cutting-edge technology, has resulted in an
acclaimed international show-case of award-
winning, one-of-a-kind projects.

Among her achievements you can find:
The in Moscow
The Resort hotel Berchtesgaden in Germani
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The in Berlin and in Copenhagen.
The shopping center in Budapest

Other completed projects to date include the
Hotel Four Seasons in Hamburg, the
headquarters of Aon in Hamburg and the
Nikolskie Ryady Crown Plaza in St. Petersburg, a
hotel, office and retail complex. Her organic
approach fuses modern design and functionality
and does not loose sight of the two most
important factors: human wants and needs.

Education and Professional Experience
Art History, Florence
Architecture, L'Ecole d'Ingénieurs de Genève,
Switzerland
Interior Design, College of Notre Dame, San
Francisco
Architecture and Interior Design, UCLA, Los
Angeles
Guest lecturer at universities and colleges
worldwide, board member of BLLA, visiting
professor at EHL and Institut Paul Bocuse,
mentor at Royal College of Art London.
Decades of experience in architecture, design
and tech entrepreneurship
Recognized as a leading expert in sustainability
Unique, holistic approach to design that merges
human psychology and cutting-edge
technology
Ambassador for sustainability for many global
organizations
Vast library of sustainable and recycled materials
from all over the world
Current projects include developing a
sustainable luxury resort hotel brand and virtual
hotel in the metaverse.
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